
I hope this wakes the DA’s up…..nothing that I have been accused of is true but that 
does not keep the supermajority at bay….this is all because a detective was fired 
whohappens to be related to Mike Bell’s wife. He illegally accessed the drug portal as 
well as the criminal justice portal in violation of the law as well as in violation of 
department policy. I told all of you the AG was not truthful when he announced he had 
received a “scathing financial report” on me. There was a TBI investigation on the DTF 
requested by me including a forensic audit….based on accusations made by now 
former detective Duff Brumley and Judge Amy Reedy….a pro-tem DA presented that 
to a Grand Jury and they returned a no-bill on then director Mike Hall. The case on 
Brumley was handled by another pro-tem who refused to prosecute.WE believe the 
evidence was strong that REEDY and Brumley were conspiring to get the director 
because Brumley wanted that job. After I was elected we made a big push to solve 
and prosecute a triple homicide in Cleveland from 1999 as well as the Leath case from 
Knoxville. Brumley was our prosecuting witness in the triple and Maurice Johnson was 
convicted and given life. Before the others were tried we Brumley offenses were 
discovered as well as 220 phone calls between Judge Reedy and Brumley while these 
matters were pending. I reported this to the AG and they promised a an investigation 
the truth is someone stopped it in its tracks. The same complaint was made to the 
Court of the Judiciary and they dismissed the complaint. After the Johnson trial we had 
asked her to recuse herself because the victim’s family felt she was beingfavorable to 
the defense. She never revealed any relationship with Brumley. There is no question 
that Brumley became friends with Times-Free Press reporters during the trial and 
sudden Judy Walton started her six part attack on me based on allegations with no 
attribution of sources which was mainly Brumley who she never
Quoted. Bell and Eric Watson then requested this investigation of the AG and he 
bowed down, then the Board of Professional Responsibility is being pressured by 
legislators to find something unethical. The AG talks about how bad it would be to elect 
an AG but if the AG gives in to this kind ofpressure….wow! Incidentally if I could start 
an investigaton on the probable caus the AG required Eric Watson would have been 
indicted twice but I refused to act on rumors or allegations without a reliable source. I 
know today those allegations were true but I couldn’t get anyone to stand up…You 
may not really know me but I can tell each of you I may not be the smartest of you but 
I have not violated the Code. I will volunteer for a polygraph but I doubt my accusers 
will.For your information I run on the Democrat ticket but 10 of my 13 lawyers and all 
but one of the support staff tell me they are Republicans. I have never ask any of them 
their politics….Wake up folks….if they can’t control you you may be ousted. Sadly in 
the past few months Mike Bell has interfered with two law enforcement matters but 
who can I complain to and Eric Watson is able to get TBI to do an investigation on an 
officer after hours without a request from me….I can get TBI out after hours on a 
murder or some other violent crime but Watson calls and here they come. Panic the 
next morning wanting me to do a request .UI did so but included how it happened. 
Unless I am ousted my service to this state will end on 8/31/2014. All of you need to 
open your eyes to the evil of any supermajority of any party.


